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Abstract
Page protection is often used to achieve memory access monitoring in many applications, dealing with program-analysis, checkpoint-based failure recovery, and garbage collection in managed runtime systems. Typically, low overhead access monitoring is limited by the relatively large page-level granularity of memory management unit hardware support for virtual memory protection. In this paper, we improve upon traditional page-level mechanisms by additionally using hardware support for virtualization in order to achieve fine and flexible granularities that can be smaller than a page. We first introduce a memory allocator based on page protection that can achieve fine-grained monitoring. Second, we explain how virtualization hardware support can be used to achieve dynamic adjustment of the monitoring granularity. In all, we propose a process-level virtual machine to achieve dynamic and fine-grained monitoring. Any application can run on our process-level virtual machine without modification. Experimental results for an incremental checkpoint tool provide a use-case to demonstrate our work. Comparing with traditional page-based checkpoint, our work can effectively reduce the amount of checkpoint data and improve performance.

CCS Concepts • Software and its engineering → Virtual memory: Allocation / deallocation strategies
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1. Introduction
Virtual memory page protection is often used to achieve memory access monitoring in application scenarios concerning program-analysis, and checkpoint-based failure recovery, etc. Current monitoring mechanisms can only efficiently monitor modifications at page-level granularities that are directly supported by memory management unit hardware. In this paper, we introduce an improved page-level monitoring mechanism that additionally exploits virtualization hardware support, in order to achieve fine (sub-page), and flexible memory access monitoring.

We introduce a mechanism that exploits both i), hardware support for page-level protection, and ii), virtualization, in order to improve on traditional page-level memory access monitoring. The main work and contributions of this paper are listed below:

• First, we introduce a memory allocator that spreads objects sparsely in different virtual pages that are abundant on modern 64-bit CPUs. Based on virtual page-level protection, we can achieve fine-grained object-level access monitoring. Experimental results for an incremental checkpoint tool provide a use-case to demonstrate our work. Comparing with traditional page-based checkpoint, our work can effectively reduce the amount of checkpoint data and improve performance.

• Second, we rely on the additional page table (in this paper we refer to it as the extended page table (EPT) (Intel 2013)) provided by hardware support for virtualization, to dynamically adjust the granularity of monitoring. In this scenario, any address used by a virtualized application goes through two levels of address translation (guest virtual address → guest physical address → machine address). The two levels of address translation provides the flexibility to dynamically move two or more objects (in different virtual pages) together into the same page, and vice versa, to divide and separate them in a transparent way. It is this functionality that enables dynamic adjustment of access monitoring granularity.
• Last, we introduce a process-level virtual machine and a runtime memory allocator based on Linux. The process-level virtual machine is a Linux kernel module that manages the extended page table. Any application can run on our process-level virtual machine without change. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to use virtualization hardware (two level address translation) to implement flexible fine-grained sub-page memory access monitoring for native (C or C++) programs.

Our work can easily be adopted to better support existing tools (such as program analysis, and incremental checkpoint) that rely on a traditional page-level monitoring mechanism. To test and demonstrate our work, we developed an incremental checkpoint system. Compared with traditional page-based incremental checkpoint, we can greatly reduce the volume of checkpoint data and improve performance.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we introduce background information on paging/virtualization, the design, and the implementation of our system in sections 2, 3 and 4 respectively. We discuss the use-case of incremental checkpoint in Section 5. The experimental results are presented in Section 6. Section 7 discusses related work, and section 8 presents our conclusions.

2. Page Level Memory Access Monitoring & Virtualization Hardware

In this section we introduce background information to help place our work in context. First, we introduce current mechanisms for achieving memory access monitoring based on page protection. Then we give a brief introduction to virtualization hardware (Uhlig et al. 2005) (AMD 2005) that we exploit to achieve fine and flexible granularity.

2.1 Page Level Memory Access Monitoring

CPU memory management units provide hardware support for virtual memory (Appel and Li 1991). That is, applications are coded and executed with virtual addresses and the virtual addresses are translated by a memory management unit (using a page table) to physical addresses that are finally used to access physical memory locations. Currently this translation is done at the granularity of page. Page-level protection achieves memory access monitoring by changing the protection bit in the page table entry of monitored pages. Accessing protected pages will then trigger a page fault. It is fast to do this because the paging mechanism is supported by hardware. However, page protection can only detect modification at page-level granularity which is its core limitation. For example, the deterministic multi-threading runtime systems Dthreads (Liu et al. 2011) and RFDet (Lu et al. 2014) use page-level protection and page mapping to monitor and redirect memory accesses but they introduce considerable overhead on deciding which part of a page is modified. For example, additional software and storage overheads are incurred in order to compute diffs for each modified monitored page.

To summarize, page-level monitoring mechanisms can only efficiently determine which addresses are modified at page-level granularity.

2.2 Hardware Support for Virtualization

Pure software virtualization for x86 is expensive, especially for memory virtualization. Intel and AMD have both developed hardware support for x86 virtualization (VT-x from Intel (Uhlig et al. 2005) and SVM from AMD (AMD 2005)). We focus on describing Intel’s VT-x support for memory virtualization in this section, as it is directly used by our implementation.

As shown in Figure 1, VT-x introduces two new CPU modes: VMX-root and VMX-non-root. The VMX-root mode is designed to run a native system and has access to the full instruction set architecture, whilst the VMX-non-root mode is designed for virtualized execution. In VMX-root mode, the CPU behaves as usual and it can execute certain new instructions to manage the virtual machine and enter virtualized execution (vm-enter). Any virtual address used by VMX-root mode applications will be translated by the page table into a physical address as usual. Meanwhile, in VMX-non-root mode, the CPU is restricted from performing certain instruction set architecture behaviors, and these behaviors cause a vm-exit that results in a transition into VMX-root mode. The underlying native system in VMX-root mode is then able to have full control of the virtual machine running in VMX-non-root mode. In VMX-non-root mode, any address used by an upper application (referred to as a guest virtual address) will first be translated by the page table into a guest physical address and then be translated by the extended page table into a final machine address. The extended page table is the main hardware support offered for memory virtualization.

The VMCS (Virtual Machine Control Structure) is a data structure that is used to define the behavior of the virtual machine. For example, setting appropriate bits in the VMCS determines the interrupts that initiate a vm-exit.

Figure 1. Hardware support for virtualization.
3. Design

In this section, we first introduce a design without the support of virtualization hardware, that achieves static fine-grained memory access monitoring only using a memory allocator, and the normal page table. Then we present an improved design that uses the virtualization hardware’s extended page table to achieve dynamic adjustment of monitoring granularity.

Note that in the design and implementation sections we discuss and show how to monitor writes by write-protecting the corresponding pages (changing the protection bit to be read-only in the page table), monitoring reads can be done in a similar manner.

3.1 Fine-grained Monitoring Based on Page Protection — No Virtualization Hardware

In order to monitor the access to objects of any size, the simplest way is to give each object a single page and then to write-protect its page. If a page is written, then we will know that the corresponding object is write-accessed. However, this may introduce two kinds of overhead: (1) we actually allocate a physical page to store each object and thus there will be a huge waste of physical memory if there are many small objects; (2) we will use a large range of virtual memory and cause many more TLB misses, leading to a significant performance overhead.

In order to solve the above problems and achieve fine-grained monitoring, we adopt the mechanism shown in Figure 2. As an example, we divide a virtual page into two parts logically: the upper half and the bottom half. Objects allocated in the upper half just reside in the same virtual page. If we find an object to be allocated in the bottom half of the virtual page, we create a new virtual page and put the object in the corresponding place of the new virtual page (the object c in Figure 2). In order to reduce the physical memory usage, we map the two virtual pages to the same physical page. Then we write-protect the two virtual pages. If, for example, the second virtual page (containing object c) is written, we will know that only the bottom half of the page content is modified. This mechanism is implemented by our memory allocator and the granularity of memory access monitoring is the page size divided by 2 for the scheme in figure 2. Similarly, we can further divide a virtual page into four parts or eight parts to reduce further the monitoring granularity. This design solves two of the overhead problems raised in the previous paragraph: (1) we map multiple virtual pages to one physical page to reduce physical memory usage. The only increase in physical memory usage is for storing more slots in the page table; (2) we do not give each object a single virtual page. Instead, we divide one virtual page into 2 or 4 parts. In this way we can limit the usage of virtual memory and thus limit the TLB misses incurred in comparison to a scheme where a single object is allocated on each virtual page.

**Out-of-Bounds Access.** As two objects in different virtual pages may reside in the same physical page, an object may be modified through another object’s virtual page. However, we argue that this situation only happens in buggy codes which do out-of-bounds accesses. For example, an application allocates an object a and an object b (both of size 2048) through malloc(2048). Our heap returns an address 0xB0001000 for object a and an address 0xB0011800 for object b. Objects a and b are not in the same virtual page but they reside in the same physical page p. From the programmer’s view, the address range of object a is [0xB0001000, 0xB0001000+2048]. Normally, an application will not access the virtual address range [0xB0001000+2048, 0xB0001000+4096] (accessing this range may change object b) because this address range has not been given to the application and is invisible to the program. A similar situation holds for accesses to object b. Above all, normally programs should just operate on the valid address ranges obtained from memory allocators (through malloc). In this paper we do not handle out-of-bounds memory access. If an upper application performs an out-of-bounds access, then our tracking system will result in a buggy state. Programs performing out-of-bounds accesses contain bugs and are likely to have unpredictable behaviour.

**Objects That Cross A Divided Page Boundary.** In the example above we divide each virtual page into 2 parts. There may be objects that start from the upper half of a page and cross the half boundary. In this case we just put the object in the first virtual page that represents the upper half. It crosses the half boundary but there will be no object overlapping with it in the underlying physical page.

**Large Objects That Cross Multiple Pages.** For large objects that cross multiple pages, our system behaves the same with traditional mechanisms that just do traditional one-to-one mapping. We argue that our system aims to achieve fine-grained monitoring and we focus on applications that use a lot of small objects. Furthermore, large objects that cross multiple pages will not benefit nor degrade with our system.

3.2 Going Flexible — with Virtualization Hardware

Our fine-grained monitoring design introduced in the previous subsection has a problem. That is, the monitoring gran-
ularity is determined statically at the beginning of the program. We cannot adjust the monitoring granularity during execution. For the objects, we have only one chance to determine where to put them (at object allocation time). After the `malloc`, we cannot move them because upper applications will always use the first allocated virtual addresses returned by malloc to access them.

The ability to dynamically move objects transparently is important. For example, in the example shown in Figure 2, if we find the divided two virtual pages (one containing object a and b and another one containing c) are always written together, a better way to reduce monitoring overhead (and hence to reduce the page faults) is to move the three objects (objects a, b, and c) together into one virtual page. However, we cannot achieve this in the current page-level monitoring design.

In order to move objects dynamically and transparently (thus, to achieve dynamic adjustment of monitoring granularity), we need to use virtualization hardware features where an additional level of address translation (Intel 2013) is available. Modern CPUs with virtualization support offer at least two modes, for example, Intel CPUs have: (1) Vmx-root mode and (2) Vmx-non-root mode (Intel 2013). In Vmx-non-root mode, the process address (guest virtual address) will first be translated by the page table to a guest physical address and then be translated by the extended page table to the final machine address. Figure 3 illustrates how the two levels of address translation enable dynamic adjustment of memory access monitoring granularity in our scheme. In this example, we divide a virtual page into four equal parts. At the first level of mapping (the page table level), we perform a one-to-one mapping. Then at the second level (extended page table), we map the four pages (guest physical page) into one (machine page), in order to reduce physical memory usage. In this architecture, the first level page table is used to remap guest virtual addresses to guest physical addresses, in order to adjust the granularity of memory access monitoring. At the second level of the extended page table the memory access monitoring is performed by write protecting pages. As Figure 3(a) shows, we first write-protect the four guest physical pages in the extended page table. If, for example, the guest physical page d is written, we will know only the last quarter of the page content is modified. Moreover, if we find the guest physical page c and d are always modified together, a better way is to merge them together into one page. Here we can modify the page table at the first level to achieve this. Figure 3(b) shows how to do this. We just remap the guest virtual page d to guest physical page c. Hence, now the guest physical page c actually contains two parts (c and d). If this page is further modified and the extended page table fault is triggered, we will know that the bottom half of the page content (object c and d) were modified. By doing this we can dynamically adjust the monitoring granularity during execution.

There are two benefits of this design: (1) when we adjust the monitoring granularity, we do not actually move any parts or objects from one page to another. We just change page table entries to perform remapping. There is no object copy overhead; (2) we can expose the first level of the page table to user programs. Thus, user programs can modify the page table directly to do remapping without calling into the system kernel. There is no context switch overhead. The kernel can use the extended page table to prevent upper guest applications from accessing unauthorized addresses. This second benefit is innovated by extending previous implementation work in Dune (Belay et al. 2012).

### 3.3 Dynamic Strategy

We have shown how to achieve flexible granularity with the support of virtualization hardware. We offer the ability to transparently and dynamically adjust granularity at run time. This is the core mechanism of this paper. For when, and how to adjust granularity, we argue that this dynamic adjustment strategy should be determined on a case-by-case basis, and should be determined by the upper application use-case scenarios.
For example, in the incremental checkpoint use-case, our dynamic strategy is history-based. We undertake periodic sampling, by first write protecting all guest physical pages, and then recording the set of modified guest physical pages using the page fault mechanism. Then after expiration of a timer, we analyze all records and write protect all the guest physical pages again. When we find any guest physical pages that are frequently modified, (such as when they are modified in several previous sampling rounds), we try to merge them together. An additional issue is to determine when to separate merged pages, as after merging we will only be able to know which merged large address part is modified (for example the merged part object c and d shown in Figure 3(b)). We cannot know which single small part (for example the merged address parts of an object c or d, as shown in Figure 3(b)) is modified. Our strategy for this is to separate pages completely after a certain period and then to merge them again gradually. We will discuss this strategy later in the experimental section. The goal of such a strategy is to enable the fine-granularity mapping to dynamically adjust to different program execution phases where the locality of write access behaviour may change over time.

4. Implementation

Our implementation is based on Linux kernel 3.16 and contains two parts: (1) a kernel module for managing the extended page table and supporting virtualization execution at process-level and (2) a runtime library for memory allocation and managing the normal page table exposed to user applications (as we have two levels of address translation, we can expose the first level of the page table to upper guest applications and at the same time guarantee safety; see Section 2.2).

4.1 Kernel Module for Process-Level Virtualization

We adopt the implementation strategies deployed in Kvm (Kivity et al. 2007) and Dune (Belay et al. 2012) to manage the virtualization hardware and related data structures (such as VMCS (Intel 2013)). Dune is a process-level virtual machine that exposes privileged information and instructions to guest applications. Dune exploits Intel processors’ privileged levels exposed as rings, where virtualization support is used to guarantee safety whilst allowing applications to run at the most privileged level in ring 0, where they can access and modify the guest virtual to guest physical address page table information. Note that applications are prevented from modifying the extended page table. The execution within Dune is mainly based on a loop (as shown in Figure 4): Dune first sets up all data structures for virtualized execution and performs a VM-enter instruction to allow the CPU to execute user code in Vmx-non-root mode. The precise circumstances when an application needs to perform a VM-exit to execute kernel code, such as on performing a system call or handling an interrupt, are configured using the VMCS data structure. On a VM-exit, an application returns back to Vmx-root mode in the main loop. In the loop, Dune will handle the cause of the VM-exit (due to system call or interrupt or an EPT violation (Intel 2013)) and then go back to Vmx-non-root mode to continue running user code. All user code is executed in Vmx-non-root mode and, all kernel code is executed in Vmx-root mode. The virtualization mechanism is used to separate privileged execution modes instead of the protection ring 0 for kernel and ring 3 mechanisms typically used for the execution of non-virtualized applications. For system calls from applications, Dune replaces them with vmcalls so applications are actually issuing vmcalls for kernel services (here, a vmcall causes a VM-exit so Dune can handle it properly and securely in the main loop.).

Our implementation, like Dune, permits applications to run at ring 0, so that they can modify the (normal) guest page table (the first level of address translation) directly. At the Vmx-root mode, we additionally implemented related to managing the extended page table for the enhanced functionality of our system, along with corresponding interface functions (vmcalls) to our upper guest application library. The main vmcalls we implemented are described as follows (their usage will be discussed later in our implementation):

- (I) ept_map_xo(addr1, addr2, len): This vmcall maps two guest physical regions together into the same machine address region.
- (II) ept_mprotect(addr, len, flag): Like mprotect(), this vmcall changes the protection mode of a guest physical region in the extended page table.

Moreover, we provide an EPT violation handler to handle EPT page faults that are triggered by accessing write-protected guest physical pages. In the handler, an array records which page is accessed and then write-protection is disabled for the fauting guest physical page. The array can then be used in our library to perform memory access.
analysis and our library can use ept_mprotect() to reenable write-protection of guest physical pages again during the next periodic sampled interval of program execution.

We enable timers to be set for periodic interval sampling for our memory access monitoring by leveraging the support from virtualization hardware to instrument interrupts to Vmx-non-root mode execution (Intel 2013). Specifically, in the main loop (Figure 4) a cycle counter is implemented using the RDTSC time stamp counter instruction. If a set threshold is reached then we instrument a certain interrupt using the VMCS (Belay et al. 2012) and then VM-enter is executed to transition to Vmx-non-root mode. In the Vmx-non-root mode the virtual machine will receive the interrupt and we can handle it in our library. At this point we can trigger appropriate analysis of memory access and implement any dynamic changes to the granularity of memory access monitoring that may be required.

4.2 Runtime Library

Our runtime library mainly manages memory allocation and the normal page table (the first level of address translation shown in Figure 3). As the applications are running at ring 0, it can access the page table directly through the CR3 control register that contains the page directory base.

Generally, a memory allocator requests large blocks of virtual memory, referred to as a superblock from an operating system using mmap, and then allocates memory chunks from the superblock to upper guest applications (serving malloc and free). Our implementation is based on the memory allocator Hoard (Berger et al. 2000) and our implementation for these two parts is shown in Figure 5 and described as below where we assume that a virtual page is divided into two parts as described in the design section:

- (I) When our memory allocator asks for superblocks from an OS using mmap, the allocator must request multiples of the desired size based on the granularity. For example, if the granularity is set to the page size divided by 2 then we must request twice the application’s requested size. After allocation, we set the normal page table to make the guest virtual address regions have a one-to-one mapping to guest physical regions (as shown in Figure 3(a)). Specifically, here we map the guest virtual address to the same guest physical address. This step will not allocate the real machine page because there is an underlying extended page table that must be set by the kernel module. Then we use the vmcall ept_map_to() to inform our kernel module that the two corresponding guest physical regions should be mapped to the same machine address region (as shown in Figure 3(a)). Finally if any guest virtual address is touched, first it will be translated to the same guest physical address, and then it will trigger an EPT violation. Our kernel module will handle the EPT violation to correctly set the corresponding EPT entry.

- (II) When serving malloc, our memory allocator first behaves as if only one guest virtual block (not 2x) is allocated by the OS each time. Thus it will return an address for the object in the single block. Then we test if the returning address is at the bottom half of the page. If so, we will adjust the returning address to return the corresponding address in the second block (the doubled superblock). This address will finally be translated by the two levels of page table to the same machine page with the first address. In this way we spread objects sparsely in more virtual pages and cause no problems.

Second, as we discussed in Section 3.3, the dynamic strategy is up to upper applications. Here our library offers the basic support to perform sampling and dynamic adjustment of the monitoring granularity. For example, a signal handler can be registered to perform periodic sampling. The signal handler uses one slot in the interrupt descriptor table (IDT) (Belay et al. 2012). Time is counted in our kernel module and the interrupt is instrumented to user applications as described in the previous subsection. Every time the kernel module handles an EPT violation caused by writing a write-protected guest physical page, it keeps a record of these pages. We can do analysis and remapping based on this record. The remapping is done by simply modifying the normal page table (the first level of address translation as shown in Figure 3) as introduced in the design section. After sampling has finished, a vmcall (ept_mprotect) is issued to

```c
//this will be called when serving malloc
allocate_superblock(size) {
    ...
    //allocate double space
    addr = mmap(0, size*2, ...);
    ...
    //set the one-to-one mapping in page table
    guest_virtual_to_guest_physical(addr, addr, size*2);
    ...
    //map the two guest physical space to the same machine space
    ept_map_to(addr+size, addr, size);
    ...
    //write-protect all the guest physical page
    ept_mprotect(addr, size*2, READ);
}

//this is for upper app to do dynamic allocation
malloc(size){
    if(no_space())
        allocate_superblock(SUPER_SIZE); //if no enough superblock
    ...
    addr = internal_heap_malloc(size); //allocate through Hoard
    if(in_upper_half(addr)) //if the addr is in the upper half of a page
        return addr;
    else if(in_bottom_half(addr))
        return adjust(addr); //this is to change another place
}
```

Figure 5. Code of Malloc.
write-protect these guest physical pages again and the next round of sampling begins.

4.3 Page Size

Currently we are working with 4K pages in both levels of page table for fine-grained monitoring. Future work will investigate the use of superpages.

5. Use Case — Incremental Checkpoint

Our flexible page-level memory access monitoring method can be adopted to improve previous page-based memory access monitoring tools in order to achieve finer-granularity results with lower overhead. For example, our work is likely to be of direct benefit to garbage collection (Boehm et al. 1991), improving strong atomicity of Software Transactional Memory (Abadi et al. 2009), efficient deterministic multi-threading (Liu et al. 2011) (Lu et al. 2014), and checkpointing (Kannan et al. 2013). These studies all use page protection to monitor memory access. Here we implement an application-initiated (Kannan et al. 2013) incremental checkpoint application to test our work. Incremental checkpoint is chosen as an interesting test use-case because it has a natural tradeoff between copying and monitoring overheads. For example, if no monitoring is performed, then all data must be copied at checkpoint time (i.e., full-sized checkpoint), and the copying overhead will be very large. Alternatively, if fine-grained monitoring is performed using page fault and byte-by-byte comparison, then the monitoring overhead will dominate and be unacceptably large. Currently, incremental checkpointing is usually performed at page-level granularity that offers the best possible tradeoff.

Our methods can reduce the monitoring granularity, and therefore reduce the volume of checkpointed data to be stored or copied. We implement an incremental checkpoint system based on heap storage in an application-initiated way. To implement incremental checkpoint, we first write-protect all the guest physical pages using ept_mprotect() and register a timer clock handle. The EPT violation handler, triggered by accessing a protected guest physical page, records the information of that page. At checkpoint time, when the periodic timer has expired, we copy all modified data into files and perform a fsync to wait for the checkpoint to finish. Then, dynamic adjustment of the monitoring granularity can be performed by adjusting mapping relationships in the page table. Then the next round of the incremental checkpointing begins. The checkpoint interval and the dynamic adjustment strategy of monitoring granularity are discussed in the Experiments section.

Discussion Besides page protection, binary instrumentation (Luk et al. 2005) and compiler instrumentation (Lattner and Adve 2004) are two other common mechanisms to achieve memory access monitoring. We argue that these three common mechanisms suit different situations. Binary instrumentation (Luk et al. 2005) and compiler instrumentation (Lattner and Adve 2004) can achieve byte-level monitoring albeit at considerable overheads if applied program wide. Page-level monitoring has coarser-granularity monitoring and is often used in different applications such as in incremental checkpointing where byte-level monitoring would incur excessive overheads. This paper improves the traditional page-level monitoring mechanism by enabling dynamic adjustment of monitoring granularity at sub-page (object-level granularity). Thus in this paper we only undertake comparisons with the traditional page-level monitoring mechanism. Moreover, dirty bit scanning (Li 2003) or page modification logging (Intel 2015) could be used to improve the performance against our page protection scheme in some cases. However, these schemes merely apply different mechanisms to determine which pages are modified. Thus, the main contribution and novelty of our work (the flexible transparent tool functionality) is not affected as we can easily experiment with other mechanisms in future work.

6. Experiments

In this section we focus on demonstrating the overhead of the virtualized execution and the overhead of memory access monitoring in comparison to traditional page-level techniques. Furthermore, the checkpoint use-case demonstrate that our fine-grained memory access monitoring can effectively reduce the volume of checkpoint data compared to current page-level techniques.

6.1 Methodology

We selected two types of applications as our benchmarks: (1) object-intensive benchmark applications that frequently allocate many small objects. We selected four applications from the STAMP benchmark suite (Minh et al. 2008) as shown in Figure 6. They are from different application domains and they allocate many objects; (2) a database system.

According to the design of our mechanism, our tool fits for applications that allocate a lot of small objects. For this reason we choose the benchmarks from the STAMP benchmark suite. Although the applications in STAMP are mainly for testing transactional processing, they can also represent object-intensive applications. Moreover, database systems are another good candidate for our experiments. Most database systems manage a large number of small records and thus our tool will also work well in this scenario. Here we choose the Tokyo-cabinet (Hirabayashi 2010) lightweight database management system that can manage its database in-memory or in file. The main difference between Tokyo-cabinet and other database systems, is that Tokyo-cabinet uses a general memory allocator (malloc) whilst other database systems, such as memcached (Fitzpatrick 2004) manage object allocation in their own customized way. Tokyo-cabinet is directly aligned with the work in this paper as we offer a malloc interface that trans-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Input</th>
<th>Number of Obj</th>
<th>Allocated Memory (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bayes</td>
<td>-e-1 -i1 -n4 -p10 -q1 -r32768 -s1 -t1 -v32</td>
<td>48441744</td>
<td>1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intruder</td>
<td>-a10 -i16 -n1048576 -s1 -t1</td>
<td>14990453</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vacation</td>
<td>-c1 -n10 -q0 -r1048576 -s524288 -u80</td>
<td>11487872</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genome</td>
<td>-a65536 -n2097152 -s128 -t1</td>
<td>16957591</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 6.** Object-Intensive Benchmarks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmarks</th>
<th>Number of Obj</th>
<th>Allocated Memory (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1M @ 64B</td>
<td>10000021</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5M @ 128B</td>
<td>5000021</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1M @ 1024B</td>
<td>1000021</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 7.** Tokyo-cabinet Benchmarks. (xM@yB means we insert xM records. Each record is of size yB)

First, we run the benchmarks just using virtualization with the two levels of page table. The page-protection is turned off. In this way we can show the overhead of pure virtualized execution. Second, we turn on the page-protection to show the monitoring overhead without copying any data.

Finally, we then show the overhead and benefits of our approach to the incremental checkpointing use-case.

The experimental platform is an Intel server equipped with 2.2GHz 12-core CPU and 16GB of physical memory. The operating system is Linux 3.16. In our experiments we set the checkpoint interval to be 5s (unless otherwise specified) in order to demonstrate a relatively intense case for checkpointing.

### 6.2 Results

Note that from now on the baseline execution time is for a bare-metal process (not running in virtualized environment).
We show the overhead of virtualization execution in Figure 8, which shows the overhead of using two-level-address-translation (more TLB misses) in a virtualized execution environment with page protection turned off. Here the non-baseline benchmarks have two levels of page tables. The baseline is a bare-metal process (not running in virtualized environment). In detail, by comparing vm-s-1 with the baseline, we will get the overhead of just running a program on our virtual machine without any many-to-one-mapping of virtual pages. For all cases shown, our system introduces a maximum of 2x overhead due to increased TLB misses and the overheads of the virtualization execution environment that are primarily due to VM enter and exit. Bayes has an unusual overhead result because the application’s own memory access pattern already has very poor cache locality, even without any additional memory access monitoring overheads, thus the relatively large increase in TLB misses for this benchmark under virtualized execution do not dominate performance.

Second, we turn on the page-protection to show the monitoring overhead without copying any data. Figure 9 shows the monitoring overhead with page protection but no copying for checkpoint data. The baseline is bare-metal process (not running in virtualized environment) with traditional page protection. The page fault overhead dominates in this scenario. Here, we can see that the 2 parts design (vm-x-2) is normally faster than the 4 parts design (vm-x-4), because the 2 parts design introduces fewer page faults. Moreover, we can see our dynamic strategy introduces fewer page faults, and is generally faster. Here our dynamic strategy is: for x parts design, we merge possible pages at every checkpoint and entirely separate virtual pages after every x checkpoints. This is because by doing the merge we can effectively reduce the page faults to reduce the execution time and thus do less checkpointing. By following such a strategy we have inherently placed a priority on merging. Note, we do not expect such a strategy to be optimal, moreover it is only intended to illustrate the potential benefits of dynamic granularity adaptation.

Finally, we perform an incremental checkpoint with monitoring and data copying. The overhead of our incremental checkpoint compared with traditional page-level checkpoint is shown in Figure 10. The baseline is a bare-metal process (not running in a virtualized environment) with traditional page protection. Generally the 4 parts design (vm-x-4) reduces the volume of checkpoint data, more than the 2 parts design (vm-x-2), and our dynamic strategy (vm-d-x) reduces the volume of checkpoint data, more than the static strategy (vm-s-x). As discussed before, although the dynamic design may copy more data by merging pages together, it reduces software overhead (as shown in Figure 9) and makes programs faster. Thus it actually reduces the number of checkpoint rounds and reduces the volume of copied data. Generally, our dynamic method can improve performance up
to 10% over a statically determined access monitoring. For some benchmarks like vacation, the total amount of reduced checkpoint data is not sufficient to give a performance benefit over the runtime overhead we introduce. However, by enlarging the problem scale or shortening the checkpoint interval, we may still get benefit.

When we are varying the checkpoint interval, the results are shown in Figure 11. Generally our fine-grained monitoring mechanism reduced the volume of checkpoint data and obtained better performance. Moreover, as we can see from Figure 11, if we increase the checkpoint interval, the total copied amount decreases, closing the performance gap between our work and the normal page-level checkpoint. Thus we argue that our work is suitable for intense monitoring situations.

Above all, the experiments show our flexible page-level monitoring mechanism has great potential to do monitoring precisely and reduce the checkpoint data. This could improve the performance and the life time of non-volatile storage. Moreover, the experiments also show the flexibility of our system to change the monitoring granularity based on traditional page protection mechanism. Further our system is likely to be able to meet the demands of different applications as it is possible to adjust its monitoring granularity dynamically and transparently.

Discussion The main contribution of this paper is the exploitation of virtualization hardware in order to provide a flexible memory access monitoring mechanism that is transparent to unmodified upper (guest) applications. We have presented the design and implementation of a fundamental
tool that supports transparent and dynamic adjustment of access monitoring granularity. The virtualization overheads, and the potential capabilities of our tool are described. The incremental checkpoint use case is designed to showcase the features and capabilities of our tool. We do not seek to claim that the use-case is state-of-the-art. In this paper, we demonstrate that even a very simple dynamic strategy achieves a modest performance benefit over static schemes. From the results we can see the benefit is not very impressive. However, we argue that our goal is to provide the fundamental function (flexibility for adjustment of monitoring granularity), and outlining specifically the limits of performance benefit is not the core focus of our contribution. Users of our tool can develop various dynamic adjustment strategies tailored to reflect the memory access patterns of their applications.

Our work in this paper is to demonstrate we can achieve this because our tool is sufficiently flexible. Therefore, in this paper we focus mainly on describing the tool, and intend to include other more in-depth use-cases and evaluations in future work. Last, the checkpoint phase could be overlapped with the compute phase in order to further optimize performance of the checkpoint tool. We argue that this is totally complementary to our work. The use-cases are designed to clearly showcase the features of our tool, and not to deliver state-of-the art exemplars of use-cases.

7. Related Work

Many-to-one mapping with page-protection is used in some previous work. Dhurjati and Adve (Dhurjati and Adve 2006) deploys it to efficiently detect all dangling pointer uses at runtime. Abadi et al (Abadi et al. 2009) adopts it to efficiently achieve strong atomicity in Software Transactional Memory (STM) systems. However, in both these studies, only a single level of address translation is deployed, and they cannot dynamically move objects. Our work has more flexibility compared to previous work. Also we limit the virtual space overhead by dividing a page into several predefined parts to limit TLB misses.

In comparing with previous work (Dhurjati and Adve 2006), our work here differs mainly in two points: (1) the previous work (Dhurjati and Adve 2006) sees virtual space as a limitless resource and gives each object a virtual page. This will lead to an explosion in the usage of virtual space and put huge pressure on the TLB. In our work we limit the usage of virtual space by only dividing a virtual page into several parts. This will achieve much better performance for applications that allocate a lot of objects; (2) we rely on EPT to enable the dynamic and transparent movement of objects. These two points are both core design aspects that differentiate our work.

Modern 64-bit CPUs have an abundant virtual address space. Archipelago (Lvin et al. 2008), DieHard (Berger and Zorn 2006), and DieHarder (Novark and Berger 2010) leverage the large address space to spread objects sparsely in order to achieve fault tolerance. In our work, we use it to achieve fine-grained memory access monitoring by overlapping virtual pages. Also the abundant virtual address space of modern CPUs offers further opportunities for innovation in operating system design implementations (Chase et al. 1994).

Other methods for memory access monitoring include dynamic binary (Probst 2002), and compiler inserted instrumentation (Lattner and Adve 2004). Dynamic binary instrumentation tools, such as Pin (Luk et al. 2005), Valgrind (Nethercote and Seward 2007), and Lightweight Memory Tracing (Payer et al. 2013), introduce overhead when dynamically translating applications’ codes. Compiler instrumentation also introduces overhead by the insertion, and association of a function call, with every memory access. We argue that these common mechanisms suit different situations. Binary instrumentation and compiler instrumentation can achieve byte-level monitoring and they are mutually replaceable in many scenarios. Page-level monitoring is more coarse-grained and is often used in different applications, such as making incremental checkpoint. Sampling (Arnold and Ryder 2001), chooses to ignore some accesses in order to get better performance, but this is not comparable with our mechanism and is also not suitable for some use-case scenarios such as for checkpointing.

Dirty bit scanning (Li 2003) or page modification logging (Intel 2015) could be used to improve the performance against our page protection scheme in some cases. However, these schemes merely apply different mechanisms to determine which pages are modified. Thus, the main contribution and novelty of our work (the flexible transparent tool functionality) is not affected as we can easily experiment with other mechanisms in future work. Our work is also appropriate for the wide range of tools that can benefit from efficient memory access monitoring such as data-race detection (Savage et al. 1997), checkpointing (Dong et al. 2011), and deterministic processing (Devietti et al. 2009) (Bergan et al. 2010) (Liu et al. 2011).

Dune (Belay et al. 2012) is a process-level virtual machine that exposes privileged features to applications whilst relying on virtualization hardware to guarantee safety. Kvm (Kivity et al. 2007) is a Linux kernel module that implements a traditional virtual machine monitor. Dune shares some code with kvm in order to manage the details concerning low-level data structures for virtualization.

Hoard (Berger et al. 2000) is an efficient memory allocator for multi-threaded programs. In this paper we modified it to spread objects across virtual pages. Other memory allocators (Ghemawat and Menage 2009) (Shen et al.) could also be adopted to achieve similar functionality.

8. Conclusion

We have introduced a flexible page-level memory monitoring mechanism based on virtualization hardware. We first
introduced a memory allocator to spread objects over virtual pages and that overlaps these pages to achieve fine-grained monitoring. The two-level page tables offered by virtualization hardware were used to achieve dynamic transparent adjustment of the monitoring granularity without copying or moving objects in physical memory. The incremental checkpointing use-case demonstrates our work can effectively reduce the volume of checkpoint data compared with traditional page-based checkpoint and it can improve performance. We have demonstrated the potential of our work to be adopted into different use-case situations with different requirements for monitoring granularities. Future work is required to determine how strategies for dynamic adaptation of memory access monitoring granularity could be optimized by careful merging and splitting of virtual pages in order to reduce monitoring overheads.
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